
SKIN SCIENCE

BEAUTY
Top-notch beauty tips on 
feeling powered this season

BEAUTYWe call it the 3-minute 
miracle. It’s a non-invasive 
treatment where you’ll step 

inside a freezing -140 degrees 
Celsius Cryocabin. The hyper-
cooling process will trigger the 
body’s natural healing, reduce 

any infl ammation, and 
boost metabolism.

• www.LondonCryo.com

CRYOTHERAPY

For a fresher, younger 
and most defi nitely cooler 

look, try the Cryofacial. It uses 
cool temperatures to rejuvenate 
the face. The increase in Oxygen 

supply boosts collagen production 
and improves your skin elasticity. 

The cold temps will also have 
a tightening effect on the 
skin making it feel a lot 
smoother and fi rmer.

STYLE & PROFICIENCYSTYLE & PROFICIENCYSTYLE & PROFICIENCY
For the bride-to-be who wants the perfect For the bride-to-be who wants the perfect For the bride-to-be who wants the perfect 

I-woke-up-like-this lashes, you can expect only I-woke-up-like-this lashes, you can expect only I-woke-up-like-this lashes, you can expect only 
the best service at Browhaus. The stylish salon the best service at Browhaus. The stylish salon the best service at Browhaus. The stylish salon 

with whimsical décor has four branches in with whimsical décor has four branches in with whimsical décor has four branches in with whimsical décor has four branches in 
London and off er treatments such Browgraphy, London and off er treatments such Browgraphy, London and off er treatments such Browgraphy, 
Lash Perming and Semi-Permanent Lashes - in Lash Perming and Semi-Permanent Lashes - in Lash Perming and Semi-Permanent Lashes - in 
which you have the option to choose from four which you have the option to choose from four which you have the option to choose from four which you have the option to choose from four 
diff erent looks to ensure a camera-ready fi nish. diff erent looks to ensure a camera-ready fi nish. diff erent looks to ensure a camera-ready fi nish. 

• www.BrowHaus.com

BLOOMING 
LASHES

The 

latest offering in 

the world of luxury skincare 

technology, Maege is developed 

by French Pharmacist, Nicolas Riviere. by French Pharmacist, Nicolas Riviere. 

The brand’s patented ingredient, SDKP The brand’s patented ingredient, SDKP 

molecule targets the source of wrinkle molecule targets the source of wrinkle 

formation and renewal mechanisms of a formation and renewal mechanisms of a 

healthy skin. Meaning you can fi nally healthy skin. Meaning you can fi nally healthy skin. Meaning you can fi nally 

say goodbye to wrinkles and fi ne say goodbye to wrinkles and fi ne 

lines!

BLENDED BEAUTY
Looking for a fresh scent to wear on your Wedding 

Day? The LAYERS pop-up lab in Selfridges takes 

bespoke perfumery to the next level. Using 

advanced digital profi ling technology, customise 

your own blend, and discover a new scent. Don’t 

forget to pick a unique name for the perfume!

• www.Layers.ExperimentalPerfumeClub.com
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